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Division 45:  Community Development - Services 1, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9 - 
Mr A.P. O’Gorman, Chairman. 
Ms S.M. McHale, Minister for Community Development. 

Ms C.J. Brazier, Director General. 

Ms P.M. Bagdonavicius, Executive Director, Program and Sector Development. 

Mr G. Yell, Director, Financial Services. 
Ms M. Osman, Executive Director, Office for Women’s Policy. 

Mr M.F. Intini, Executive Director, Business Services. 
Ms W.M. Dawson, Executive Director, Indigenous Policy Directorate. 

Mr M. Glasson, Acting Executive Director, Family and Domestic Violence Unit. 
Mr L. McCulloch, Executive Director, Community Development and Statewide Services. 
The CHAIRMAN:  This estimates committee will be reported by Hansard staff.  The daily proof Hansard will 
be published at 9.00 am tomorrow. 
The estimates committee’s consideration of the estimates will be restricted to discussion of those items for which 
a vote of money is proposed in the consolidated fund.  This is the prime focus of the committee.  While there is 
scope for members to examine many matters, questions need to be clearly related to a page number, item, 
program or amount within the volumes.  For example, members are free to pursue performance indicators that 
are included in the Budget Statements while there remains a clear link between the questions and the estimates.  
It is the intention of the Chairperson to ensure that as many questions as possible are asked and answered and 
that both questions and answers are short and to the point. 
The minister may agree to provide supplementary information to the committee, rather than ask that the question 
be put on notice for the next sitting week.  For the purpose of following up the provision of this information, I 
ask the minister to clearly indicate to the committee which supplementary information she agrees to provide and 
I will then allocate a reference number.  If supplementary information is to be provided, I seek the minister’s 
cooperation in ensuring that it is delivered to the committee clerk by 17 June 2005, so that members may read it 
before the report and third reading stages.  If the supplementary information cannot be provided within that time, 
written advice is required of the day by which the information will be made available.  Details in relation to 
supplementary information have been provided to both members and advisers and, accordingly, I ask the 
minister to cooperate with those requirements. 

I caution members that if a minister asks that a matter be put on notice, it is up to the member to lodge the 
question on notice with the clerk’s office.  Only supplementary information that the minister agrees to provide 
will be sought by 17 June 2005. 

Ms S.M. McHALE:  I will clarify for members that sections two, three and five of this division will not be dealt 
with during this session.  They will be dealt with by the ministers responsible for those sections; that is, the 
ministers responsible for seniors, youth and volunteers.  I understand that the Chairman may have to say 
something when he puts the vote at the end of this division. 

The CHAIRMAN:  Sections two, three and five will not be dealt with during this division. 

Ms S.E. WALKER:  The fifth dot point on page 776 of the Budget Statements, under “Major Initiatives For 
2005-06”, refers to the Children and Community Services Act 2004.  Has that bill been proclaimed? 

Ms S.M. McHALE:  No.  It has been passed by Parliament, of course, and it will be proclaimed.  The section 
that deals with offences relating to parents who leave children unsupervised in vehicles has been proclaimed.  
The proclamation of the rest of the act is dependent upon the repeal of other legislation and also the 
implementation and development of new regulations and training.  It is my intention that the act will be 
proclaimed in its entirety by March 2006 at the latest.  Intensive work is now progressing on the development of 
the regulations for child care, the training of staff and the development of the administrative work that has to be 
done when such a major shift occurs in the way that the department manages children in care. 

Ms S.E. WALKER:  Is that different legislation from the Family and Children’s Development Bill that was 
introduced with the new provisions that relate to care and protection? 

Ms S.M. McHALE:  No, it is the Children and Community Services Act. 
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Ms S.E. WALKER:  In his most recent annual review of Western Australian courts, the Chief Justice indicates 
that there was a 24 per cent increase in the number of applications to have a child declared in need of care and 
protection in 2003-04.  Will the minister explain that?  I refer to the act that is now on hold and is mentioned in 
the fifth dot point on page 776.  If there was a 24 per cent increase last year, why has that act not come into force 
to assist the court? 

[10.10 am] 

Ms S.M. McHALE:  The department and the courts are still operating under the Child Welfare Act, which 
provides the current legal framework for bringing children into care.  Therefore, the capacity for bringing 
children into care is still there, albeit in a very restricted way.  The reality is that the Children and Community 
Services Act is such a significant reform of the framework for bringing children into care that it requires new 
handbooks, training of staff and a very significant investment in getting staff prepared for the shift to the new 
legislation.  I believe those figures demonstrate a number of things; that is, the increase in children coming into 
care, the complexity of family arrangements, and issues such as alcohol and drug use and domestic violence.  It 
might also show that we have additional staff in the department, and it could, in part, be a reflection of an 
increased number of staff.  I am informed that there has been a 10 to 15 per cent increase in the number of 
applications for care and protection orders.  We anticipate a similar, if not higher, rate in 2004-05, and that is a 
national trend.   

Mr J.N. HYDE:  Page 769 of the budget papers indicates that the department received what looks to me to be a 
significant increase in its total appropriations provided to deliver services in 2005-06.  Will the minister indicate 
specifically some of the programs that are included in that increase? 

Ms S.M. McHALE:  The member for Perth is absolutely right.  We have endeavoured to focus on increasing the 
budget of this department, in particular to look at the working with children legislation.  There are additional 
funds for the office of the Commissioner for Children and Young People.  Perhaps most importantly as far as I 
am concerned is the significant increase of about $2.4 million for a new range of services for children coming 
into care and children who need protection.  This is particularly to deal with a relatively small but very 
demanding group of children who are difficult to manage.  Therefore, we are investing, as I said, $2.4 million in 
a range of new and expanded services.  That also includes expanding counselling services for children in care 
and additional funding to strengthen and improve the processes around foster care recruitment services.  Of 
course, there is the continuation of the 2001 election commitments.  Finally and thankfully, particularly for 
members in the country, there are additional funds for the Helping Young People Engage program in the 
Kimberley, and there is also the third instalment of the increases in foster care subsidies.  Quite a broad range of 
services are receiving increases.  Of course, there is also the advocate for children in care. 

Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN:  I refer to the first major achievement on page 785 of the creation of an additional 50 
positions and appointed staff to work with children.  Will the minister indicate where those new 50 staff have 
been located?  I am particularly interested in my region. 

Ms S.M. McHALE:  Right.  Hopefully, I will be able to satisfy the member’s intensive lobbying for his area.  
These are the 50 positions from the 2004-05 budget.  That increase in the budget was in recognition of the need 
to get more resources for the Department for Community Development.  Those people have all been appointed.  
A number of them are in the city; namely, Armadale, Cannington, Fremantle, Joondalup, Midland, Mirrabooka, 
Perth and Rockingham.  That accounts for 27, I think.  There is also the Kimberley.  There are two in Mandurah, 
four in the Murchison, one in the Pilbara, five in the south west and two in the wheatbelt.  We put 6.5 full-time 
equivalents into the crisis care unit to deal with the increased demands on that service, and 2.5 FTEs into foster 
care recruitment.  For the benefit of the member for Perth, there are three in the Perth office. 

Mr J.N. HYDE:  How many are in Mirrabooka? 

Ms S.M. McHALE:  In Armadale there were three; Cannington, two; Fremantle, two; Joondalup, two; Midland, 
three; and in Mirrabooka there were eight.  The demand from the Mirrabooka area is quite significant.  There 
were three in Perth and three in Rockingham.  That was quite a significant increase in staffing. 

Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN:  I have a supplementary question.  Is that in addition to the other positions?  I 
understand there were positions for child protection workers and Aboriginal support workers.  That is not 
inclusive of them? 

Ms S.M. McHALE:  No, they were in addition to those.  Broadly, following the Gordon inquiry, we secured 51 
new positions.  In the 2004-05 budget we secured 50.  In this year’s budget there are 14 positions for family 
engagement workers, and there are about 14 new positions in the 2005-06 budget.   
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Ms S.E. WALKER:  I go back to the fifth dot point on page 776, and I refer to the Children and Community 
Services Act.  In the Chief Justice’s “2003 Annual Review of Western Australian Courts”, the Children and 
Community Services Bill, as it then was, was mentioned.  I mentioned it last year regarding the number of care 
and protection applications filed.  The Chief Justice said that the initiatives would require an additional 1.8 
magistrates in the Perth Children’s Court for the first year of operation, increasing to two magistrates in year 
four.  Given that in this year’s annual review the Chief Justice reports that there has been a 24 per cent increase 
in care and protection applications, and given that the minister’s advisers have just told the minister that it is 10 
to 15 per cent, I would like the minister to explain that discrepancy.  I would also like the minister to explain 
why there was a 24 per cent increase in the number of applications for 2003-04 when there was only a seven per 
cent increase in the previous year.  As a result of this increase, have additional magistrates been put on in the 
Children’s Court to cope with that demand?  There are three things. 

Ms S.M. McHALE:  Perhaps I will answer the last question first.  I would need to refer that to the Minister for 
Justice.  Without notice, I do not know what are the staffing arrangements at the Magistrates Court and the 
Children’s Court.  However, I am happy to - 

Ms S.E. WALKER:  Is the minister not concerned to know that the care and protection applications are being 
processed? 

Ms S.M. McHALE:  I fund the Department for Community Development to ensure that we protect children to 
the best of our ability.  It has not been raised with me that the increase in children going into care is causing a 
bottleneck in the Children’s Court. 

Ms S.E. WALKER:  I raised it with the minister last year. 

Ms S.M. McHALE:  That has not been raised.  I think we would know about it if a significant delay were seen 
in the throughput of the Children’s Court, which would be disadvantageous to the children. The member has 
asked about the discrepancy.  I am briefed that there were 306 applications in 2003-04.   

[10.20 am] 

Ms S.E. WALKER:  The minister has just said 320.  

Ms S.M. McHALE:  Again, I cannot account for the Chief Justice’s figures in the annual report.  If the member 
wishes, I am happy to seek some clarification on the difference between 306 and 320.  

The CHAIRMAN (Mr A.P. O’Gorman):  The minister has indicated that she will provide supplementary 
information.  I ask her to clearly detail what she will provide.   

Ms S.M. McHALE:  The member for Nedlands has asked for clarification on the discrepancy between the Chief 
Justice’s figures and the figures that I have provided.  I will seek some explanation for the difference in those 
two figures.   

[Supplementary Information No A1.]  

Ms S.E. WALKER:  Why has there been such a significant increase in the number of applications to have a 
child declared in need of care and protection from a seven per cent increase in 2002-03 to a 24 per cent in 2003-
04.  I am mindful that the minister’s reasons are alcohol and drug use and domestic violence.  However, those 
issues have been around for a long time in Perth.  Why has there been such a dramatic increase?   

Ms S.M. McHALE:  There could be a number of reasons that that is the case.  As a result of the Gordon inquiry, 
we received additional staff.  That has meant that workers are reaching remote communities that were not 
supported or serviced in the past.  I think there is a greater awareness.  It may well be put in terms of risk 
associated with working with children.  There is a greater number of staff, a greater awareness of child abuse and 
an increase, not a decrease, in alcohol and drug use.  The reasons that children are coming into care or the 
circumstances of children in care are getting greater.  There is a range of reasons that that is the case.  It is not 
peculiar to Western Australia; it is a national phenomenon.   

Ms S.E. WALKER:  That still does not explain it to me.  The increase in the number of staff occurred as a result 
of the 2004-05 budget, and the Chief Justice has referred to an increase in 2003-04, so the staff would not have 
been there then.  People use the phrase “national phenomenon” in relation to prisoner numbers.  Can the minister 
pinpoint, or has the department pinpointed, why there has been a 24 per cent increase in the number of 
applications?   

Ms S.M. McHALE:  The Gordon staff came on board in 2003-04.  Then we had the additional staff in 2004-05.  
The first tranche of staffing increases was after the 2003-04 budget.   
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Ms S.E. WALKER:  In relation to the increase in applications in the Perth Children’s Court and the requirement 
for at least two more magistrates, to which the Chief Justice has referred, I find it astonishing that, considering 
the government’s talk about the departments working collaboratively, the minister has not made any inquiries to 
see whether those two positions have been filled.  I recognise that it is an issue that will come under the Attorney 
General’s portfolio, but the minister should know that those care and protection applications are being processed.   

Ms S.M. McHALE:  I can only repeat my previous answer: it has not been raised with me that there is a 
bottleneck in the processing of applications to bring children into care.  That is not something the department has 
observed.  If it were, it would have been brought to my attention, and it would need to be dealt with.  I do not 
know, without notice, whether the number of magistrates in the Children’s Court has increased.   

Ms S.E. WALKER:  Can I ask that that information be provided by way of supplementary information? 

Ms S.M. McHALE:  It does not relate to my portfolio.   

The CHAIRMAN:  It does not relate to this portfolio.  The member can ask that question when the Attorney 
General is being questioned. 

Mrs J. HUGHES:  I note on page 771 the forward estimates for abuse in care and the immediate response, 
which impact on the department’s income statements.  It shows a figure of $2.408 million each year for four 
years.  Will the minister explain what will be provided from this funding and what the government is doing to 
prevent children in care being abused?   

Ms S.M. McHALE:  This has been one of the most important areas of work that our government has focused on 
over the past two or three years, and certainly in our first term.  The rates of abuse in care are unacceptable.  I 
point out, however, that there is a range of definitions of abuse.  This area has been examined for quite a few 
years, and we have a very rigorous definition of what constitutes abuse in care and what is recorded.  When I got 
my head around the Bennett principle, the first thing I did was to establish a duty of care unit in the department 
to examine what was happening to children in care and whether they were receiving their legal rights.  I can 
report to the estimates committee that virtually all that cohort of children, which was about 253 cases, have now 
been assessed and referred for independent legal advice.  I think from memory about 190 children either have or 
are in the process of being referred for independent legal advice; that is, to see whether they have a case to sue 
the department.   

Last year I also commissioned an independent inquiry into the protective measures, or lack of protective 
measures, in the department to ensure that children who came into care were not further abused.  The primary 
finding of that inquiry was that the problem was not departmental practices and procedures but the lack of 
appropriate placements for some very difficult children in care.  To put it in practical terms, in a high number of 
cases of abuse in care, the abuse is perpetrated by another child in care.  We all think of abuse in care as a male 
or female adult abusing a child sexually.  Some cases of abuse in care are of that nature, but a disproportionately 
high number of children are abusing other children.  We need to get at those children and provide more 
appropriate care for them.  Consequently, we have new funding to establish different types of care and to support 
those carers who work with incredibly hard to place and incredibly damaged children who, in turn, are doing 
damage to other children.   

[10.30 am] 

Mrs J. HUGHES:  I refer to the increased number of children in care and the significant trend identified on page 
770.  What is the government doing to ensure that children and young people with a high level of needs are 
provided with appropriate care?  New options are referred to on page 786.  I ask the minister to provide me with 
some information on what those new options will do.   

Ms S.M. McHALE:  The department will establish professional home-based care for this group of children who 
require intensive individual support.  Care will be provided in the homes of salaried carers who have particular 
specialist skills and competencies to work with children who have very complex needs and in whom very severe 
emotional and behavioural disturbances basically manifest.  They are very difficult children.  Those workers also 
need support, so the department will also provide an intensive placement support team to work with the carers, 
teachers and family members of these children, and indeed other community members who support these very 
difficult children.  Another finding from the independent inquiry was that the department did not have adequate 
counselling services for children who are in care or who have been abused in care, so additional funds have been 
provided to employ additional psychologists in this financial year.  That will take pressure off the existing 
psychologists, but more importantly will provide significant additional counselling services for children who are 
abused in care and, indeed, who are in care.  That is a really significant shift forward.   
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Ms K. HODSON-THOMAS:  I refer to the major achievements for 2004-05 on page 785.  The minister has 
already spoken about the 50 additional positions provided in 2004-05 and the increase that will occur in this 
financial year.  Could the minister advise how many full-time employees of the Department for Community 
Development are assigned to the Onslow area?  The minister may not be able to provide this information today, 
but I ask also for the case load numbers for the department in the Onslow area.   

Ms S.M. McHALE:  I am informed that we have four full-time workers and one part-time worker in that area.  I 
am happy to provide the case load ratio by way of supplementary information.  We do not have that information 
with us.  For the record, I shall provide by way of supplementary information the average case load for staff in 
Onslow.   

[Supplementary Information No A2.] 

Ms K. HODSON-THOMAS:  Are there non-government community service providers in the Onslow area as 
well?   

Ms S.M. McHALE:  Yes, but I cannot provide a list of them.   

Ms K. HODSON-THOMAS:  Could the minister provide that by way of the supplementary information that 
she has already agreed to provide?   

Ms S.M. McHALE:  I am happy to provide a list of the non-government service providers that are funded by 
DCD.   

Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN:  I refer to the first dot point on page 786 on the finalisation of the foster carer charter, 
foster carer handbook and statement of commitment.  What is hoped to be achieved by those initiatives?   

Ms S.M. McHALE:  I thank the member for Mandurah.  The department has been working with foster carers, 
particularly through the Foster Care Association of Western Australia.  I pay tribute to Fay Alford, President of 
the Foster Care Association.  One of the constant messages that came out was a sense that foster carers were not 
valued or listened to.  Part of the philosophy of the new act was to ensure that foster carers were seen as a 
legitimate and interested party in the management of children in care.  The Foster Care Association also wanted 
a statement to be developed; hence the foster carer charter.  The statement really sets out the obligations of the 
department to foster carers and their rights, and enshrines the principles of respect and partnership.  It was really 
about lifting the value that the department and the state place in foster carers, and about demonstrating that 
value.  It provides the acknowledgment that foster carers are volunteers who take on a very difficult role; they 
open their homes and their families to these children.  The charter was really about enhancing the recognition of 
foster carers as partners in the care of children and young people.  The handbook is a very practical work.  It 
clarifies the respective roles and responsibilities of foster carers and the department.  It basically provides 
information on carers’ rights, entitlements and responsibilities.  It is really a way of affirming the commitment of 
the department to foster carers and of providing information to help foster carers do their job better with the 
support of the department.   

Ms S.E. WALKER:  I again refer to the fifth dot point on page 776.  The figures provided by the Children’s 
Court for care and protection applications were 242 in 2001-02, 258 in 2002-03 and 320 in 2003-04.  On those 
figures, it appears that there has been a nearly 50 per cent increase in the number of applications between 2001-
02 and 2003-04, from 242 to 320.  I refer to the initiatives for 2005, the proclamation of the act, the nearly 50 per 
cent increase in applications over that two-year period, and the statement of the Chief Justice on page 39 of the 
“2003 Annual Review of Western Australian Courts” that the Children’s Court collaborates with representatives 
from the Department for Community Development.  Neither the minister nor her adviser seemed to have any 
knowledge of that.  Does the Department for Community Development collaborate with representatives of the 
Children’s Court on the workload that is required to process these applications?   

Ms S.M. McHALE:  Yes.   

Ms S.E. WALKER:  It does?   

Ms S.M. McHALE:  Yes.  They have a very close relationship.  They work very well together.  As I said earlier, 
the member seems to want to progress this argument when I do not think there is one to be had.  Notwithstanding 
the increased number of children coming before the Children’s Court, we are not seeing a delay in the 
applications or in the process of hearing the applications for children coming into care.  If that were occurring, 
we would not necessarily see an increased rate of children coming into care.  There has been an increased rate of 
applications and an increased rate of children coming into care.  I am briefed that the department has a worker 
attached to the Children’s Court, and that there are regular meetings with the President of the Children’s Court.   

[10.40 am] 
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Ms S.E. WALKER:  The minister was bewildered when I asked her about this.  It seems to me that the minister 
should be concerned to make sure the applications are processed.  Can I ask a supplementary question?  What is 
the timeframe to conduct an analysis of the past three years and to process a care and protection application, 
from the time it is filed to the time it is dealt with?   

Ms S.M. McHALE:  I would answer the question if I could, but the member gives me a very short timeframe to 
answer a supplementary question.  I do not know, at this stage, whether we could provide that information in the 
time that is required. 

Ms S.E. WALKER:  Why not? 

Ms S.M. McHALE:  It varies.   

Ms S.E. WALKER:  How long does it take?   

Ms S.M. McHALE:  It might help if I ask Mr McCulloch to add to what I said.  He might be able to satisfy the 
member for Nedlands. 

Mr L. McCulloch:  Some of the applications do get adjourned.  It depends on the progress of the case, as the 
member probably understands.  Sometimes we negotiate with the parents and we will adjourn the case for a 
number of months.  The length of time the hearings are taking has not been a concern for us.  Normally we are 
part of the key process with the court on negotiating the progress of the applications.   

Ms S.M. McHALE:  For instance, we might defer the application because we want to do more work with the 
family.  That might show up as extending the length of time it takes to process, but that is not a bad thing.  I am 
expressing caution on two counts: first, how quickly it would take to get the information and, second, the 
usefulness of the information, because members need to understand the details of the cases that come before the 
Children’s Court.  It is not a matter of in comes the application and out goes the child.  A lot of work can be 
done.  I question the use of that data.   

Ms S.E. WALKER:  It is no different from the Criminal Court - the variety of circumstances and trial.  I am 
trying to establish whether the increase of nearly 100 cases of care and protection applications filed has affected 
the workload of the Children’s Court.  It must have.  I am asking the minister because she said that she has a 
very close relationship with the court and I thought it would be of concern to her if those applications were not 
being processed.  I am asking the minister to provide me with the information that I will find useful.   

Ms S.M. McHALE:  The only person who is making an assumption is the member for Nedlands.   

Ms S.E. WALKER:  I am trying to find the facts. 

Ms S.M. McHALE:  We work closely with the Children’s Court.  It is not an issue that has been raised through 
the staff of the Department for Community Development, hence it is not delaying the application of children 
coming into care.  I repeat that if the member is concerned about it, then it is a question that is appropriately 
directed to the Attorney General.   

The CHAIRMAN:  It is quite clear that the minister does not have the information and the Attorney General is 
the minister responsible and he should have that information.  Therefore, the question should be properly 
addressed to him.   

Mr J.N. HYDE:  On page 774 it is estimated that 0.57 per cent of children in care were abused in care by foster 
carers or workers in placement services.  What exactly is the Gallop government doing to protect children in 
care?   

Ms S.M. McHALE:  I thank the member for Perth for the question.  One of the first things our government did 
was to look at the management and movement of foster carers from government through non-government 
agencies and to develop a central register of all foster carers registered with the department and non-government 
agencies.  There had not been a comprehensive register of statewide carers prior to that point in time.  I thought 
it was a worrying gap in the services.  For instance, if a carer had been sacked from a non-government sector for 
inappropriate behaviour we were not necessarily picking that up.  I said that that had to stop and that we needed 
a very comprehensive register of statewide carers.  The full register started earlier this year.  It is a very good 
procedure to have in place.  Also, we have introduced compulsory preparatory training for general foster carers 
and we are now doing that for relative carers.  One of the other findings of the inquiry undertaken last year was a 
disproportionate number of cases of abuse of children in relative care.  Whilst we support relative carers and the 
idea of children staying with family members, we do not support that if it is putting children in a situation of 
potential harm.  We have compulsory training and have done an audit to identify all carers across the state who 
have not undertaken the training offered.  Those who had not been trained were to be trained, and that was to 
have been finished by May 2005.  We have audited all foster carers to make sure that they have now had the 
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preliminary training.  Relative carers will be assessed by a much more rigorous process.  That includes new 
definitions of relative care.  We found that children were being placed with people who were defined as relatives 
but, in fact, were not.  That had to stop.  There was a greater requirement for police and reference checks and for 
guidelines for the assessment of carers and the review of general carers.  Staff in the department have begun 
training on the new assessment.  Also, we extended the function of central foster care recruitment service 
statewide.  In the past, country assessments had been done by local officers and that meant there was no 
consistency.  It is now being done by the central foster care recruitment service.   

The CHAIRMAN:  Members, for your information, I have the members for Serpentine-Jarrahdale, Perth, 
Carine and Nedlands as the next members to ask questions.   

Mr A.J. SIMPSON:  I refer to the impact statement on page 792 of the Budget Statements and ask why the total 
estimated expenditure is $230 123 000 when the budgeted figure was approximately $218 million?  What is the 
reason for the expenditure increase?   

Ms S.M. McHALE:  The total cost of services has increased by $11 million because of a number of adjustments 
from the day the budget was constructed in 2004.  There is a carryover from 2003-04.  Also, there is a wage 
increase and funding for working with children - criminal record checking. 

[10.50 am] 

Mr A.J. SIMPSON:  Can the minister explain the figure of $282 000 listed under other expenses on page 792? 

Ms S.M. McHALE:  We do not have that level of detail.  I will provide by way of supplementary information 
what constitutes other expenses of $282 000 in 2004-05. 

[Supplementary Information No A3.] 

The CHAIRMAN (Mr A.P. O’Gorman):  Before I give the next member the call, there has been a request for a 
comfort break.  I advise that there is a time limit on this division and the time is not added at the end.  We will 
take a break for 15 minutes from 11.00 to 11.15 am. 
Mr J.N. HYDE:  On page 786 it is stated that the department will be developing new options for children in 
care.  Does this carry with it any new funding to protect children in care? 

Ms S.M. McHALE:  I have touched on this a bit.  Yes, it does, and $2.4 million will be allocated each year for 
the next four years to focus on intensive support for children who need individual care.  Approximately seven 
additional psychologists will be provided for counselling services and psychological intervention for children 
and young people in care.  We will also establish the position of advocate for children in care as part of the 
funding in the 2005-06 budget.  An amount of approximately $2.4 million has been allocated for developing new 
options for children in care. 
Mr J.N. HYDE:  In a number of medical areas, such as psychiatry, there is a skills shortage.  Is there a shortage 
of psychologists, or are we meeting that demand easily? 

Ms S.M. McHALE:  I will seek some guidance on that, but my gut reaction is that there is generally a shortage 
for positions like social workers, and I think clinical psychologists as well, but I am optimistic and will keep my 
fingers crossed that the charisma of working for the Department for Community Development will attract many 
people to work for the department. 

Ms K. HODSON-THOMAS:  One of the major achievements outlined on page 785 is 50 additional positions in 
2004-05.  My question relates to a situation in Onslow referred to by the Minister for Justice.  The case was 
referred to in The West Australian on 4 June and relates to a 15-year-old indigenous boy from the Onslow area 
who was taken into custody.  My concern is that one of the government’s ministers said that he believed the 
Department for Community Development had not been involved in this case and an explanation was required.  Is 
the department aware of the family’s situation and the mother’s situation?  I seek some clarification in relation to 
that matter.   
Ms S.M. McHALE:  Perhaps I could paint a picture of me sitting at home reading that article in The Australian 
on Saturday morning - 
Ms S.E. WALKER:  The minister did not freeze like Mr McGinty did when he was reading the paper, did she? 
Ms S.M. McHALE:  If the member put herself in my position, she could probably understand my initial reaction 
when I read a statement by a minister about another minister’s department.  I did, of course, ring the Minister for 
Justice to ask what he had actually said, because on the face of it he was publicly criticising my department and I 
was - 
Ms K. HODSON-THOMAS:  Indeed. 
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Ms S.M. McHALE:  Very indeed.  He said that he had not made any reference to my department.  He said he 
was talking about his own department.  Therefore, I have asked that the press secretaries attempt to correct that, 
because it was a slight on the department.  The department had in fact been aware of the family, but the point is 
that the Department for Community Development was not the department that the minister was talking about; he 
was talking about his own department.  I was pleased to hear that, because otherwise I would have been most 
concerned, as he was also concerned that he had been quoted as criticising another department. 

Ms K. HODSON-THOMAS:  Further to that, is the department involved with the family? 

Ms S.M. McHALE:  Let me be clear.  When the minister referred to the Department for Community 
Development he was in fact not talking about the Department for Community Development; he was talking 
about his own department - community corrections - or that part of it.  I have been briefed that the department 
has been involved with this boy’s family in relation to financial assistance and to another family member, but not 
in relation to this boy in recent times. 

Ms S.E. WALKER:  The fifth dot point on page 776 refers to the Children and Community Services Act 2004.  
The Chief Justice said he expects the workload to increase substantially once the new bill is enacted.  He was 
referring to the care and protection applications that came to the court in 2003-04.  He said he was most 
concerned at the number of parents and other family members responding to applications to have children 
declared in need of care and protection who were not legally represented.  He said that as a result trials would be 
longer and more distressing for all concerned, and that legal representation would minimise the number of trials.  
The minister says there is a close relationship between the Children’s Court and the department.  What are the 
minister’s views on this?  Is there any funding to provide legal representation for parents whose children are the 
subject of those applications? 

Ms S.M. McHALE:  Parents seeking legal representation need to go to Legal Aid Western Australia.  We have 
not provided funding in our budget to manage parents’ legal representation.  That matter was discussed during 
the development of the legislation.  I think the member will recall that, because she played a significant part 
when the bill was debated.  Legal representation for children was also discussed.  We have not provided funding 
for parents, but they can apply to Legal Aid and do get legal aid. 

Ms S.E. WALKER:  Is the minister concerned when the Chief Justice says that the trials will be longer and are 
distressing for all concerned?  Is the minister concerned that parents are attending trials with no legal 
representation?  That is what I am really asking. 

Ms S.M. McHALE:  I share the member’s concern about the legal processes involved in applications for taking 
children into care.  Of its very nature it is a very emotional and difficult environment for all concerned.  We did 
not enshrine the individual right in the legislation, but we used the word “may”, not “must”, when referring to 
legal representation for children.  We were particularly concerned to ensure that children are represented when it 
is considered necessary that they have independent legal representation.  It is a very emotional and difficult 
process for parents faced with losing a child, notwithstanding the circumstances in which the parents might find 
themselves.  Every effort should be made to provide all the people concerned with legal representation.  I am 
informed that the subject of additional funds for the Department of Justice to provide legal representation to 
parents is still an ongoing point of discussion.  It was not funded in the 2004-05 or 2005-06 budgets; however, it 
is a matter that we need to monitor.  The member is correct: it is anticipated that when the Children and 
Community Services Act is proclaimed next year, the demand on the court system will increase.  That is the 
subject of ongoing budget discussions.  The act will be proclaimed early in 2005-06; therefore, I do not 
anticipate any effect this financial year.  However, it will be a matter for consideration in the 2006-07 budget 
when the act is fully proclaimed and operational.  I believe there will be an increase in the work of the court, as 
more cases will go before the court, and it will be incumbent on the Minister for Justice and me to look at that 
matter.  However, we have identified it as a pressure point for 2006-07.   

The CHAIRMAN:  Members have requested a break at 11 o’clock and the committee has agreed to that.  The 
first question after the break is a further question from the member for Nedlands. 

Meeting suspended from 11.02 to 11.19 am 

[Mrs D.J. Guise took the chair.] 

The CHAIRMAN:  We will continue from where we left off and deal first with a further question from the 
member for Nedlands, and the minister has some information she wants to share. 

Ms S.M. McHALE:  Yes, please. 
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Ms S.E. WALKER:  Dealing with the same dot point on page 776, how many children were taken into care and 
protection as a result of the 320 care and protection applications filed in the Perth Children’s Court between July 
2003 and June 2004? 

Ms S.M. McHALE:  I can provide that information by way of supplementary information; I do not have it with 
me.  I will give a status report on the 320 applications before the Children’s Court in 2003-04, including how 
many children were taken into care.   

[Supplementary Information No A4.] 

Ms S.E. WALKER:  Could I have the information for the three financial years that we have discussed - 2001-
02, 2002-03 and 2003-04 - because that is the way the court records them?  All I want to know is how many 
children were successfully taken into care and protection in the applications that were filed in those years?   

Ms S.M. McHALE:  I am informed that the information can be provided in the time available, so I will provide 
it.  The department would need to be clear about the information it can give so that I can dutifully answer the 
question.  We can give the number of applications in each of those years and the number of court orders, most 
but not all of which will relate to the applications.  Because of time, applications go over into the next financial 
year.  I cannot ask the department to track every one of those applications to find out what happened to them, as 
that will take a long time and I am not prepared to commit resources to that, but I will provide the number of 
court orders in each of those financial years and the number of applications in those years.   

The CHAIRMAN:  That is as agreed on supplementary information No A4. 

Ms S.E. WALKER:  I have the Perth Children’s Court’s own figures on the number of applications, which are 
contained in the Chief Justice’s annual review of Western Australian courts.  What I want to know is: how many 
of those applications were successfully pursued?  There were 320 applications made in 2003-04, and there would 
be names on those applications.  The Perth Children’s Court computer listing system could very simply spit out 
information on whether those applications had been finalised.  How many of the 320 applications in one year 
were successful, and how many were successful in the other years?  It does not take a long time to get that 
information; it is on a computer. 

Ms S.M. McHALE:  It is on the computers of the Children’s Court.  As a minister, I do not have responsibility 
for the Children’s Court.  If the member wants that information, she should ask the Attorney General to provide 
it.  I am offering to provide for the member for each of those three years the number of applications made to the 
Children’s Court and the number of court orders that were granted to take a child into care. 

Ms S.E. WALKER:  I already have those figures, which have been provided by the Chief Justice.  The minister 
has said that she works closely with the Children’s Court.  I fail to see why she is perturbed by - 

The CHAIRMAN:  That is a statement, not a question.  Does the member want to ask the minister a question? 

Ms S.E. WALKER:  I am trying to resolve what the supplementary information will contain. 

The CHAIRMAN:  We will not try to resolve it; the member will ask a question. 

Ms S.E. WALKER:  I will not.  The Chairman has misunderstood.  I do not need to ask the minister a 
supplementary question. 

The CHAIRMAN:  In that case, the member does not need the call. 

Mr J.N. HYDE:  I refer to page 786 of the Budget Statements, where it is stated that the 167 children who were 
abused in care in the period between 1993-94 and March 2004 were referred to independent legal advice in 
2004-05.  Why had children who were abused more than 10 years ago only recently been referred to this type of 
legal advice? 

Ms S.M. McHALE:  The simple answer is it is because of the absolute indifference of the previous government 
to meet its responsibility in this area.  I would have to reflect also on the overall management of the department 
during that time.  In 1993 a High Court case made it very clear that a child who was harmed while in care had 
the right to take legal action against the responsible department.  Frankly, the figures speak for themselves.  
Previously no proper information process was in place, no recognition was given to the rights of the children, 
and no acknowledgment was made of the previous government’s responsibility to make sure that those children 
had their legal rights.  When this matter was brought to my attention in 2003, I required the department to look at 
each of the cases.  That is why we are now seeing the figures to which the member has referred; that is, the 167 
children who have been referred to independent legal advice.  The government is catching up and dealing with 
the number of cases that this matter has involved over the past 10 years.  We are doing that because due attention 
had not been paid to this matter previously, and neither the proper systems nor processes had been put in place 
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within the department.  Those processes have now been set up.  In my view, the previous government’s 
administration was a period of neglect, which has now been dealt with.  We have now caught up and we have 
made sure that the processes are in place to ensure that that does not happen again. 

Mr A.J. SIMPSON:  I refer to service item 1 on page 772 of the Budget Statements.  Has additional money been 
provided for elsewhere in the budget for the proposed commissioner for children and young people?  If not, why 
has the budget not been increased to meet this election commitment? 

Ms S.M. McHALE:  I think it will be found in another section.  I am informed that the funding of $1.5 million 
for the children’s commission is contained within the Department for Community Development’s total funding.  
Does the member want any further information? 

Mr A.J. SIMPSON:  I am trying to find out why the budget has not been increased because of the government’s 
election commitment? 

Ms S.M. McHALE:  My answer is that it has.  I think the member is querying why the figures do not look 
significantly higher. 

Mr A.J. SIMPSON:  That is correct. 

Ms S.M. McHALE:  I will ask Mr Yell to explain that. 

Mr G. Yell:  Although there is an increase of $1.5 million as a result of the establishment of the children’s 
commissioner, there is an offsetting reduction in the budget because of the lower carryovers in 2005-06 
compared with the carryovers in 2004-05. 

Ms S.M. McHALE:  I now have the answer to a previous question from the member for Serpentine-Jarrahdale 
for which I said I would provide supplementary information.  Would it be okay for me to deal with that now? 

The CHAIRMAN:  I understand that the minister is willing and able to provide an answer to Supplementary 
Information No A3. 

Ms S.M. McHALE:  That is right.  The question was “What was contained in other expenses?”  The answer is 
$110 000 for audit fees and approximately $100 000 for bank fees. 

Mrs J. HUGHES:  On page 776 of the Budget Statements is a major initiative for 2005-06 to license all outside 
school hours care services by 27 August.  How has the minister ensured that all the registered providers are 
aware of their legal responsibility to obtain the licences by that time? 

[11.30 am] 

Ms S.M. McHALE:  I thank the member.  I know she is particularly interested in childcare.  We have a lot of 
work to do in this area.  The government has increased the resources provided to the staff in the department, but 
we must do a lot more work.  To ensure that register providers are aware of their legal responsibilities, the 
department has written two letters to all registered providers of care outside school hours detailing the licensing 
requirements.  The staff of the department have made personal contact with all services seeking to obtain a 
licence and have offered support and advice to the providers to complete that licensing process.  A series of 
workshops on the licensing process, completing the application package and preparing for licensing visits have 
been provided by the childcare licensing staff.  We also have a bimonthly newsletter that goes to service 
providers.  That provides up-to-date information on the licensing requirements, and we have been providing 
information on the licensing requirements at all quality assurance workshops.  Basically, we take every 
opportunity to talk with the service providers.  We also placed an advertisement in The West Australian in April 
detailing the licensing requirements.  This was also placed in the April edition of the newsletter, which is a 
publication provided by the children’s services support unit.  A lot of work is to be done, and we need to make 
sure that nobody is surprised by the licensing requirements.  About 180 service providers will require licences. 

Mrs J. HUGHES:  I congratulate the minister on her undertaking to get all that in hand.  However, how will the 
minister ensure that the services maintain compliance with the regulations? 

Ms S.M. McHALE:  I think that is really important.  We must get them up to scratch and then make sure that 
they maintain that level.  The childcare licensing unit will monitor compliance.  It will investigate alleged 
breaches and take appropriate action under the legislation.  I am informed that all licensing staff have completed 
a certificate 4 in the appropriate training on statutory investigation and enforcement.  We have also established 
an outside school hours licensing team to ensure that the issues that confront that sector are addressed by staff 
who are skilled in licensing processes, and also people from the sector.  Of course, the department has the 
continuing education and support role to advise outside school hours service providers to ensure that they have 
an ongoing understanding of the regulations.  To customise training, again we are using a newsletter.  We are 
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posting up-to-date information on the regulations on the department’s web site, and there are regional and 
metropolitan workshops on improving the quality of services and maintaining compliance with the regulations. 

Ms S.E. WALKER:  I refer to the major achievements for 2004-05 on page 785.  The first dot point refers to the 
creation of 50 additional positions and the appointment of staff to work with children.  The member for 
Mandurah asked a question of the minister on that dot point just a while ago.  Was the minister referring to child 
protection workers in relation to that dot point? 

Ms S.M. McHALE:  When I answered the member for Mandurah’s question, I was talking about the 50 
additional staff who were employed in 2004-05. 

Ms S.E. WALKER:  Were they child protection workers? 

Ms S.M. McHALE:  Broadly, they were field workers.  The child protection workers came through the Gordon 
inquiry. 

Ms S.E. WALKER:  Where are they in the budget papers?  They are not in there. 

Ms S.M. McHALE:  They were employed in 2003-04.  Because of the difficulties in employing people in 
Warburton, for instance, I think a couple of them were employed in 2004-05.  Therefore, they will not appear as 
a separate line item because they were in the budget in 2003-04. This is 2004-05, and we secured additional 
funding for 50 staff in 2004-05. 

Ms S.E. WALKER:  I want to ask about child protection workers for Warburton.  Last year the minister said 
that there were child protection workers for Warburton.  Are there still child protection workers at Warburton; 
and, if so, how many, and have any sexual abuse cases been reported there? 

Ms S.M. McHALE:  Yes to the first question.  I think the member will be aware that it took quite a lengthy time 
to attract people to work in Warburton.  However, with an enhanced package, we were able to secure the 
employment of two staff. 

Ms S.E. WALKER:  Are they child protection workers? 

Ms S.M. McHALE:  Yes, at Warburton.  One is there and one is just about to start in June.  Therefore, the 
second person will start this month.  The member asked: have there been any allegations of child sexual abuse in 
Warburton?  I will have to take that as a supplementary question and provide that information to the member. 

[Supplementary Information No A5.] 

Ms S.M. McHALE:  I will provide the number, if any, of allegations of sexual abuse - 

Ms S.E. WALKER:  Child sexual abuse. 

Ms S.M. McHALE:  - child sexual abuse when the child has been residing in Warburton. 

Ms S.E. WALKER:  These protection workers were sent to Warburton as a result of the Attorney General 
advising last year that children - 

Ms S.M. McHALE:  No, that is not right.  They were sent up there as a result of the Gordon inquiry.  They were 
always nominated in the Gordon inquiry. 

Ms S.E. WALKER:  All right.  I will go back to the estimates hearings last year when I said that the Attorney 
General had mentioned that paedophiles were operating in the community at Warburton, exploiting young 
people for the purpose of sexual gratification and destroying their lives by giving them money to buy glue, or 
giving them glue and alcohol.  As a result of that, the workers, and the fact that there were no workers there, 
became relevant.  Have the workers identified whether glue or other substances are still being given to children 
by paedophiles in the community?   

[11.40 am] 

Ms S.M. McHALE:  Quite frankly, I think the member is asking questions that are beyond the Budget 
Statements.  I am happy to provide that information, but I am not able to give specific details about case 
management in remote parts of Western Australia.  

Ms S.E. WALKER:  Generally.  

Ms S.M. McHALE:  Generally, of course we know that there is still sniffing in Aboriginal communities.  I can 
give a very general answer.   

Ms S.E. WALKER:  Last year in the estimates committee hearing we concentrated on Warburton and the 
minister gave specific answers, and I wonder whether it has been cleared up.   
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Ms S.M. McHALE:  The member will recall that when the Attorney General came back, he was not specifically 
talking about Warburton.  I know that that is how it was quoted, but he was talking about sniffing and the 
importance of changing legislation to deal more effectively with sniffing and purchasing small amounts of 
petrol.  I know that there is still petrol sniffing in remote areas, and that is why we have endeavoured to put in 
place programs through the Alcohol and Drug Authority and the mental health area to try to deal with that 
situation.  If the member for Nedlands wants me to answer specific questions about petrol sniffing in Warburton 
and whether we have had any recent reports, again, I am happy to seek clarification from the office that supports 
Warburton and provide information via supplementary information.   

[Supplementary Information No A6.]  

Mr P.B. WATSON:  I refer to page 769 and the net amount appropriated to deliver services.  I have looked at 
the Budget Statements and I cannot see anything for men’s support groups in the great southern area.  Has any 
money been put aside and where would it be in the budget? 

Ms S.M. McHALE:  The member for Albany has been a very strong advocate for the men’s group in Albany 
and has arranged for me to meet with two of the men involved.  I have been to Albany to talk to those chaps.  
There is no additional money in the 2005-06 budget specifically for the men’s group in Albany.  However, there 
is funding through the men’s resource service to support men and men’s groups in Western Australia.  There are 
a lot of demands on all budgets from various groups, and it would be nice to be able to meet all those demands, 
but of course we cannot.  An amount of $150 000 has been allocated to Men’s Place and Relationships Australia.  
Specifically, no, I have not yet secured funding for the group in Albany.  

Mr P.B. WATSON:  Is there any reason for that?   

Ms S.M. McHALE:  I need to deal with a lot of requests from many organisations throughout Western 
Australia.  We need to put the demands into some sort of priority, and that was not one that was seen by the great 
southern to be at the top of the list.   

Mr J.N. HYDE:  I have a question about the Helping Young People Engage program, which is referred to on 
page 776.  It is noted that one of the major initiatives of the department is to expand the HYPE strategy, which 
has been, I think, successful in the Kimberley and certainly in my electorate.  Why has this strategy been 
identified as the preferred response to addressing antisocial behaviour among young people in the Kimberley?   

Ms S.M. McHALE:  The beauty of the HYPE program is its flexibility and its capacity to work with local 
people who have local issues.  We have had some very good success rates with HYPE, in both metropolitan and 
country areas.  A good example is South Hedland.  There were significant antisocial problems around the 
supermarket and we established a HYPE program with great results.  Because HYPE had continually achieved 
successful results in dealing with antisocial behaviour, and because HYPE requires government agencies to work 
together, it was seen by the local community as a good model to try to deal with some of the problems in the 
Kimberley.  It will be used in quite a few towns in the Kimberley, including Kununurra, Wyndham, Derby, 
Fitzroy Crossing and Halls Creek.  It is adaptable and it involves local communities, local businesses and young 
kids.  That is one of the strengths of HYPE.  We will test it and see how it goes in Kununurra, and I will report 
back on the outcomes.   

Mr A.J. SIMPSON:  I refer to page 772 and the positive ageing policy, which is service 3.  There is a reduction 
in the budget allocation.  Can the minister explain why?   

Ms S.M. McHALE:  I seek your guidance, Madam Chair.  This question relates to a service that does not come 
under my portfolio.  It is one of the services that we identified.  I think you would concur with the previous 
Chair.   

The CHAIRMAN:  Service 3 is not under this division.  The member can save his questions for later.   

Ms S.E. WALKER:  I refer to the resource agreement outlined on page 773, which states that the responsible 
minister is the Minister for Community Development; Culture and the Arts; and Women’s Interests.  I refer also 
to the women’s policy and progress at page 780.  Why is there an across-the-board reduction in all the budget 
allocations under service 4, women’s policy and progress?  I will not go through them, but the minister can see 
that there are reductions across the board on pages 780 and 781.  Does this have something to do with the fact 
that the Government Gazette outlines the responsibilities of the Minister for Community Development; Culture 
and the Arts; and Women’s Interests?  There are acts under the portfolios of community development, and 
culture and the arts, but there is absolutely nothing under women’s interests.  Is that a reflection of the 
government’s interest - absolutely none?  There is absolutely nothing there.  I have double-checked the next 
page.  I wonder why there is nothing in the Government Gazette.  I also wonder why there is a significant 
reduction in all those figures.   
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Ms S.M. McHALE:  The answer to the member’s second question is categorically no, it does not reflect our 
lack of interest.  No pieces of legislation fall under the portfolio of women’s policy.   

[11.50 am] 

Ms S.E. WALKER:  Are there any in the pipeline?   

Ms S.M. McHALE:  I refer the member to other pieces of legislation, the most significant being the Equal 
Opportunity Act, which falls under the responsibility of the Attorney General.  The reason for the slight 
reduction is that the 2003-04 actual budget was low due to unexpected underspending during the year, of which 
there was very little carryover.   

Ms S.E. WALKER:  Yes, but not much is being put in.   

Ms S.M. McHALE:  I ask Maria Osman to explain the difference.   

Ms M. Osman:  Two projects were carried over, totalling $94 000 - the women’s small grants and the women’s 
fellowship projects.   

Ms S.E. WALKER:  I refer to the same figures on page 781.  The average cost per community engagement 
initiative for women in the 2004-05 budget was $79 729, yet the estimated amount was $60 474.  The target now 
is $61 972.  Why has there been such a dramatic reduction in the budgeted amount?  Is the government not 
putting money into it?   

Ms S.M. McHALE:  I should probably say that we are more efficient.  In terms of answering the question, the 
women’s policy portfolio has a very full program of activities for 2005-06, which are listed in the budget papers.  
The average cost is a simple mathematical calculation.  The budget is lower because of the explanations that we 
have given, so the total amount is less.  If we divide that amount by the number of projects, a lower amount is 
obtained.   

Mr P.B. WATSON:  I refer the minister to the eleventh dot point on page 786 on the specialist child interview 
unit.  When will this initiative be expanded across the state?   

Ms S.M. McHALE:  Planning for the statewide rollout of the initiative is very much under way.  Country 
training will start in June.  These sessions will initially start with people who work in the Kimberley and Pilbara, 
which have been identified as priority areas for the specialist child interview unit approach.  The district of the 
member for Albany and others will receive training by the end of September 2005.  The trained staff will be 
required to be accredited by January 2006.  Essentially, we will have very highly trained and well-qualified staff 
right across the state, which should mean that children in the member’s area and elsewhere in rural Western 
Australia have access to the same high standards as children in the metropolitan area.  I hope that staff in the 
member’s region will be trained by September 2005 at the latest.  The member can let me know if they are not.   

Mr P.B. WATSON:  Will this initiative result in increased protection of children and an increase in the number 
of convictions of people who abuse children?  Are there plans to evaluate this initiative?   

Ms S.M. McHALE:  One of our key priorities has been to secure a greater number of convictions.  There are 
problems with securing evidence, particularly when a young child has been abused.  Some of the initiatives that 
have been introduced have concerned the securing of convictions.  The model of interviewing is very much 
child-centred, with the purpose of ensuring that we get to the truth.  When offences are disclosed, interviewers 
strive to maximise the attainment of admissible evidence.  That is what the model has been developed to do.  It 
will assist in the prosecution of offenders and the assessment of ongoing protective concerns around children.  
My objective is to secure a greater number of convictions for perpetrators of abuse.  Will it result in increased 
protection of children?  I sincerely hope that it will, because of the assessment of any ongoing protective 
concerns.  The aim is to get a conviction by ensuring that admissible evidence is secured, and to ensure that the 
child is in a safe environment.  They are the objectives of the model.  It will be evaluated.   

Mr A.J. SIMPSON:  I refer to the service 7 item, care and safety services, on page 772.  What is the reason for 
service 7 spending $11 million over budget?  Can the minister please provide a breakdown of the reasons for this 
blow-out?   

Ms S.M. McHALE:  Again, this is explained by the carryover of funding from 2003-04 through a number of 
projects relating to the Gordon Inquiry into Response by Government Agencies to Complaints of Family 
Violence and Child Abuse in Aboriginal Communities, our election commitments, homelessness and capital 
works.  Is the member referring to the difference between the 2004-05 budgeted amount and the estimated actual 
amount for service 7?   

Mr A.J. SIMPSON:  Yes.   
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Ms S.M. McHALE:  Broadly, it is the carryover of funding.   

Mr A.J. SIMPSON:  Left over from the year before?   

Ms S.M. McHALE:  Some costs were reallocated from one service to the other.  I am briefed that it was 
allocated away from service 1 to service 7.  It is labour time.   

Ms S.E. WALKER:  I have my magnifying glass out again on women’s interests.  I refer to the fifth dot point 
on page 781, which states -  

In consultation with other government agencies, prepared a report on programs and initiatives for 
Indigenous women, which was presented to the National Indigenous Women’s Gathering. 

In a recent forum on domestic violence, the Chief Justice said - 

Although domestic violence knows no boundaries of race, religion or social standing, indigenous 
Australian women die as a result of domestic or “family” violence at a rate 10 times that of non-
indigenous Australian women. 

Is there any money in the budget for the provision of safe houses in remote areas or the northern regions of 
Western Australia?   

Ms S.M. McHALE:  Yes, for two safe houses in Laverton and Leonora.  I also ask Pauline to talk about 
supported accommodation and indigenous women.   

[12 noon] 

Ms P.M. Bagdonavicius:  I will add to the minister’s comments.  We fund 34 women’s refuges in the 
metropolitan and country areas to the tune of $12.4 million, through the commonwealth-state supported 
accommodation assistance program.  From the statistics we collect through our national data collection, we know 
that 50 per cent of the women using SAAP services are Aboriginal.   

Ms S.E. WALKER:  My question was: how much money is there in the budget for safe houses at Laverton and 
Leonora and what about the areas further north - I understand that the police have been urging for safe houses 
there - and also in relation to children?   

Ms S.M. McHALE:  We are introducing safe house models in the Kimberley. 

Ms S.E. WALKER:  Whereabouts? 

Ms S.M. McHALE:  In this budget we have $335 000 for safe places, which is a program; that is, the 
identification of safe persons and places for Aboriginal women and children and the development of community-
designed safety strategies, and they are linked to police in remote areas.  That is one project.   

In the Kimberley, we have the Warmun community development of a safe place, and programs in Fitzroy 
Crossing, Leonora, Kununurra and Port Hedland and a service contract with the MPY Women’s Council for 
Domestic and Family Violence Services and it operates in the Central Desert.  Recently we put all these services, 
correct me if I am wrong, for DV online throughout the state, so that anyone anywhere can find out what 
services are available for victims of domestic violence, and that includes children. 

[Mr A.P. O’Gorman took the chair.] 

Ms S.E. WALKER:  I saw that it is online, but really it does not help people in remote communities or the 
towns up north.  What I specifically wanted to know from my question was: where are there safe houses, not 
whether there are programs in the Kimberley, Fitzroy, Leonora, Kununurra or Port Hedland, but the provision of 
safe houses?  How many are there?   

Ms S.M. McHALE:  We refer to them as women’s refuges.  They are in Albany, Carnarvon, Murchison, 
goldfields, Kimberley, goldfields, Pilbara, Kimberley, Kimberley, Kimberley, Kimberley, Pilbara, Pilbara, 
Kimberley, Pilbara, wheatbelt, wheatbelt and Pilbara.  

Ms S.E. WALKER:  Safe houses are a little different from women’s refuges.  Does the minister understand 
that?  It is important because the police have asked me about it.  It is somewhere that indigenous women can go 
for particular reasons for a period of time where they are safe.  I am asking the minister not about domestic 
violence refuges, but about safe houses.  The minister said there was one in Laverton and one in Leonora.  Is the 
department bringing any more on line?   

Ms S.M. McHALE:  I think the member for Nedlands would find that the women who are being abused and 
violated do not really care what they are called, they need a safe place.  Women in remote areas use refuges as 
safe places and safe havens.  They go there to get away from a drinking or violence period.  They actually use 
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the refuges as safe places.  We have designated the Leonora and Laverton ones as safe places because they do 
operate slightly differently.  I can assure the member that women in the goldfields use the women’s refuge as a 
safe place.   

Ms S.E. WALKER:  How do the ones in Leonora and Laverton operate differently from women’s refuges.   

Mr M. Glasson:  The safe house models in Laverton, Meekatharra and also Onslow do not operate as normal 
standard women’s refuges.  They recognise that women there need more than just accommodation.  They 
provide short-term accommodation during high activity periods.  They are available when required in the cycle 
of violence, but they are not 24/7, because those communities do not have the demand to sustain a 24/7 service.   

The CHAIRMAN:  Before I give the member for Perth the call, I remind members that I have two people on the 
call list to ask a question - the member for Serpentine-Jarrahdale after the member for Perth - and we have 
division 46 to cover as well.   

Mr J.N. HYDE:  I refer to page 788 of the Budget Statements and the second dot point under major initiatives 
for 2005-06 relating to resources being developed for children and young people.  Will the minister elaborate on 
exactly what these resources are and when it is likely they will become available?   

Ms S.M. McHALE:  This question does relate to the services that we are dealing with.  It goes to services 
specifically around domestic violence, and issues such as dating violence.  It is widely recognised that when a 
parent is being abused, the trauma and the effects of that abuse impact upon the cognitive and social 
development of children and young people.  We are developing various resource kits for children.  Three 
separate kits comprising a booklet and other material have been developed for young people affected by family 
and domestic violence and dating violence, and also they encourage young people to support those affected by 
family and domestic violence.  The member for Perth would be pleased to know that these resources have been 
developed by young people to be relevant to young people in content and form.  They will be distributed by the 
end of August.  They have not hit the streets yet.   

We are also developing a web page to support these resources, and they will be developed with the help of young 
children.  Also, we are working with schools around early intervention strategies to help break the cycle of 
intergenerational violence and to promote healthy and safe relationships.  The domestic violence policy unit is 
trialling services and materials in six schools, and the Office of Women’s Policy is also working in that area 
around young women and dating.  

[12.10 pm] 

Mr A.J. SIMPSON:  I refer to hostels listed as works in progress in the capital works program on page 790.  
Which hostels have been selected for refurbishment in this financial year? 

Ms S.M. McHALE:  There are four hostels: one in Bunbury, Ardross hostel in the South Metropolitan Region, 
one in the North Metropolitan Region and one in Kalgoorlie. 

Ms S.E. WALKER:  The first dot point of major achievements for 2004-05 on page 785 refers to 50 additional 
positions.  Can the minister tell me whether any more funds have been made available for the SafeCare program? 

Ms S.M. McHALE:  No additional funds have been allocated to SafeCare. 

Ms S.E. WALKER:  By way of supplementary information, could the minister provide a breakdown of the 
funds that have been provided for SafeCare over the past three years? 

Ms S.M. McHALE:  Yes, I am happy to provide by way of supplementary information the funding to SafeCare 
for the years 2004-05, 2003-04 and 2002-03. 

[Supplementary Information No A7.] 
Mrs J. HUGHES:  On page 770 there is reference to the department’s work to introduce criminal record 
checking under the Working with Children (Criminal Record Checking) Act 2004.  Can the minister provide 
further details about the progress for implementation of this act? 
Ms S.M. McHALE:  An enormous amount of work is currently happening to ensure that this piece of legislation 
is working by 1 January 2006.  Work has been undertaken to establish the business and information technology 
systems to support the checks, and we have to recruit staff to carry out the checks, develop regulations to 
underpin the act and ensure that the community is aware of what we are asking it to do under this legislation.  
We are finalising a community education program.  The regulations are being developed to include the 
arrangements for the phasing in of checks for different groups working with children and the exemptions for 
parents volunteering to be involved in activities with their children.  The automated information management 
system is being built to link the screening unit with CrimTrac and a number of other government departments.  
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We have to make sure that whatever we build is efficient, that it works and that it does secure the criminal record 
checking process.  We have a contract in place for manufacturing the cards that employees, volunteers and self-
employed people will be required to produce and we are developing memorandums of understanding with 
external parties, such as the police, who will be providing information upon which the screening processes will 
rely.  There are also things like accommodation.  Accommodation has been secured and the office is currently 
being fitted out.  The unit will be housed in secure premises to ensure protection of the highly confidential 
material.  It is anticipated that 20 full-time permanent positions will be established in the coming months.  We 
have to recruit those people and appoint them.  Following recruitment of the director of the screening unit, the 
guidelines and the processes for screening will be developed.  To summarise: whilst the concept might seem 
quite simple, the amount of work that must be undertaken to build the information systems, to get the hardware 
and the software, to get the linkages with CrimTrac and other government agencies, to get the staff employed 
and to get the regulations organised is a mammoth task.   
Mrs J. HUGHES:  How will these criminal record checks to be introduced under the act improve the protection 
of children in the community? 
Ms S.M. McHALE:  This is a major screening process.  The strength of the legislation is that it checks on 
charges; it does not rely on convictions.  We know from the behaviour of paedophiles that although they can be 
charged with offences, quite often convictions are not secured.  The fact that we will examine charges to build a 
picture is very important.  When the other jurisdictions’ systems are put in place, we will be able to check on 
other charges in other jurisdictions to strengthen the legislation.  The fact that it is retrospective rather than 
starting from a current date means that we will be able to weed out people who are in positions of trust and who 
may have a series of charges but no convictions against them.  The fact that it applies to volunteers and to self-
employed people means that we are casting the net quite broadly.  However, it must be seen only as one element 
of a child protection system and one element of an appropriate screening process.  Things such as the recruitment 
of staff, reference checks and interviewing of people need to be looked at as well.  This cannot be seen as being 
foolproof, but it is one arm of a child protection system. 
The appropriation was recommended. 
[12.20 pm] 
 


